Corné Gabrïels
Not your average fashion designer

Educational background:
-Gerrit rietveld academie www.gerritrietveldacademie.nl
-sandberg institute www.sandberg.nl (see students of fine arts between 1994-1996
to see who he studied with)
-FIA www.fashioninstituearnhem.nl (see 2nd generation 2000 to see who he studied
with)
As you can see from his educational background Corné is very art orientated.
Before he became a fashion designer Corné’ s work was focused on human
behavior, witch is a theme he still uses in his fashion works.
Interview with Corné about himself and his work:
Would you consider yourself more an industrial designer or a conceptual
designer? According to the design world I am merely a conceptual designer, I
myself consider me somewhere in between.
When you start creating a new line, do you keep in mind from the beginning, the
trends, target group and the commercial value? I do keep them in mind a little in
the sense that I am aware of them, but in the end I just make whatever I want, not
considering who would want to wear it.
Do you consider it a surplus value if a designer can carry out a message or an
idea? I do, but I am aware of it that the majority does not, they just want to buy a
beautiful piece or item, with or without an underlying message. I use my ideas to
make a work; I do not use my work to show my ideas. People can do with it whatever
they want, if they get the idea it’s just a plus.
When a show is over there can be different reactions, very emotional (like with
‘music box’) or it can raise questions about the conservativeness of some fashion
aspects (like with ‘suite suit’), are these reactions more important to you then
good sales? People can have great reactions after a show, then you feel like
floating for a while. People can find your designs fantastic, but if they buy it, it
means they actually want to wear it, that’s the ultimate compliment.
Did you ever make something not concerning fashion, like sculpture or movie?
Yes, after I finished the Rietveld I started as an artist. Movies, installations etc.
but it always was connected to human behavior. Fashion was already a thing for
me, but I felt like I couldn’t express myself in fashion yet. I am still looking for
boarders, and I try to show things in a different way. I currently made a movie for
‘peepshow’ in the red light district, it was not an actual fashion movie, but it was in
that context, that’s what’s most interesting to me. For a list of his participations
view: www.cornegabriels.com/profile
Have you ever collaborated with someone from a completely different branch?
Yes, with a filmmaker Rusz Bisecker Vacca, I did the camera she did the directing,
the film was nominated for the Filmfestival.
In his collection ‘suite suit’ he analyses the suit and the dress codes. It gives the
suit, as we all know it a new perspective. View at:
http://www.cornegabriels.com/6_474.html
In his collection ‘illusion’ he plays with reality and illusion. Is what you see really
there? View at: http://www.toostylish.com/page.php?tid=2&cid=1&id=4472 and
http://www.cornegabriels.com/625.html
With his collection ‘music box’ Corné summons very nostalgic feelings, you just
have to watch the movie of the show at:
http://www.toostylish.nl/page.php?tid=2&cid=1&id=5498 and for more information
about this collection view: http://www.cornegabriels.com/1150_text.html

